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ABSTRACT
　Evidence has demonstrated that fear results in unique autonomic adjustments: activation of 
both sympathetic and parasympathetic nervous systems.  Here, we attempted to determine 
rat central cardiovascular regions which would be activated by fear.  In conscious rats, 
fear was was induced by 30 min exposure of white noise sound （WNS） at 90 dB, which 
evoked freezing behavior.  Then, Fos protein expression in the brain was examined with the 
immunohistochemistry method.  The WNS exposure significantly （P<0.05） elevated Fos protein 
expression not only in the amygdala but also in the central cardiovascular regions including 
the periaqueductal gray, nucleus ambiguus, and rostral ventrolateral medulla.  We suggest that 
these cardiovascular regions may be involved in the autonomic adjustments seen during fear. 
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　PAG腹 外 側 野（dlPAG）（ ブ レ グ マ-7.8 mm，
-7.2 mmおよび-6.6 mm）におけるFos陽性細胞の
密度はWNS群で約3-4倍高かった（p < 0.05）（図
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